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Limousines are the symbol of wealth. They are the most luxury cars around the world. Rich and
status conscious people hire them for attending special events and occasions. The tradition of hiring
chauffeured limousines has long been popular. The limousines are used for different purposes
around the world. The users of limo services include individuals, couples, businessmen, corporate
class and families. Arriving and departing at a certain event in a chauffeur driven limousine makes
you the talk of town. It is a symbol of sheer luxury and style. Due to the increased demand of
limousines around the world, there are a wide number of limo hire companies offering special
packages for limousines suiting different requirements. Some of the most popular limousines and
their uses are mentioned below for your convenience:

Sedan Car Hire

Sedan cars are the most economical of limousines. They are the cheapest limousines and are made
usually for couples and solo travelers. The sedan cars have a maximum seating capacity of 3
people excluding the driver. They are hired for different events and occasions especially for
weddings. In fact it is a very common tradition to hire a wedding limousine across the world. The
bride and groom reach the even place on sedan limousines decorated with flowers or ribbons. A
chauffeur driven sedan limousine is also used for business travels and short tours. The most
commonly used and demanded sedan limousines include Lincoln Town Car L Series, BMW 7
Series and Mercedes S Class.

SUV Car Hire

SUV is a car for a larger group of people. A total of up to 8 passengers can be comfortably
accommodated in a Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV). These special vehicles are not only great for tours
and outings but can also be taken to any kind of locations like mountainous areas, deserts or just
about anywhere you with to go for a change. The most popular SUV limousines include Cadillac
Escalade, GMC Yukon XL and Chevy Suburban.

Stretch Limo Hire

The most expensive and favorite of all limousine vehicles are stretched sedan limos. They are the
symbol of wealth and class. The common image of a limousine that strikes everybodyâ€™s mind is a
stretched sedan limo. These limousines are not only the most expensive but also the most luxurious
vehicles around the world. They are hired by rich people for attending family functions, parties,
sporting events, promenades, corporate meetings, road shows, conferences on the go and for
airport transfers. These limousines feature some of the extraordinary amenities and facilities which
can never be found in any other type of vehicles.

Stretch SUV Car Hire

Stretched SUVs are another form of Stretched sedan limos. They are a stretched version of Sport
Utility Vehicles. The stretched SUVs have a larger room and seating capacity as compared to the
stretched sedan limos. They are ranked in the same category as sedan limos as the most expensive
and luxurious vehicles. In fact all the stretched versions of sedans and SUVs are the most luxurious
vehicles of all. The most popular stretched SUVs include Hummer H2 Stretch and Escalade ESV
Stretch.
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include Hummer H2 Stretch and Escalade ESV Stretch.
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